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 /11/2014 this driver is working on windows 7 without problems... my usb cable and usb modem is nokia 2700 but Win7, XP,
Vista, Mac :) ObrienDave: "safe mode with command prompt" :) ok, i get the joke LOL Lunar: was it the same output as when

you booted the liveCD? ActionParsnip: no Lunar, can you boot Xubuntu? ActionParsnip: i have a video output problem with the
live cd ActionParsnip: but i will boot xubuntu now and take a screenshot to post Lunar: ok. When you get to the desktop, run the

command I gave to find out what is causing the crash, you can then websearch to see if anyone else has reported the same
ActionParsnip: ok I've got a problem when booting the newest Ubuntu version. I'm running it on an old laptop, and when it starts
up and tries to load the GUI, it just gives me a screen with "Starting emergency default shell" on top of it and a blinking _ after

that. I'm not able to log in to the system after that. i will reboot and take the screen shot to show you guys :) ok, cool hold on
ObrienDave: ok sintezl: what release? 14.04 Lunar, you're in Xubuntu right? yes ObrienDave: it is xubuntu 14.04.1 ObrienDave:
i have the latest ok, great sintezl: the default boot option is to not have a DM in the boot sintezl: could try a different DE Lunar,

i'm gonna go to bed, maybe someone else 82157476af
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